CBD (Central Bill Drafting) System Update
Gallery
1. The updated login screen

A failed login (left), and a successful login, with transition to hub (right)

2. The updated central hub

3. The updated Bill Status

4. The updated search screen

5.The updated sponsor page

Description
So that’s as far as visuals have gone. It’s obvious that it has been approached with a minimalistic design, so
there’s as little distraction as possible for the user.
Functionally, this update is done using C#, WPF, and Entity Framework; attempting to incorporate as many
improvements as possible, in terms of usability and intuitiveness, as these technologies afford.

Benefits of the Update
GUI
One of the benefits of using WPF for this kind of application lie in the ability to use data binding in the GUI, so a
lot of the code otherwise requisite to do most of the endtoend data connections can be mostly bypassed. Data
binding also allows for hierarchical distributions of the permutations of the GUI on a peruser, perstate basis,
and allows the possibility of a semiautonomous, yet finely differential, interface; provided the GUI is
foundationally constructed to be controlled in such a way.

Entity Framework
With using Entity Framework to represent and interact with the database, this has allowed a transactional
database interaction climate within the WV legislature intranet, as well as allowing the security protections of
using the database through an intermediary data model, ultimately leading to a less congested and more
secure data climate with the legislature.

Structural Re-design
In accordance with the evershifting requirements of the user base within the legislature, the program will now
employ an entirely modular redesign; to allow for functions to be added or removed at the behest of said users.
This foundational aspect of the project is key for allowing an infinitely scalable, or collapsable, scope of the
project, and allows room for future expansion and refinement.

Drawbacks of the Update
Reporting
Updating, and replacing, the reporting infrastructure has been troublesome. As of yet, a replacement for the old
reporting engine, in accordance with the new .NET framework, has not yet been discovered by the team
working on this project, so this part of the project is still researching a viable technique.

Project Status
The update is currently approximately 50% complete. Project is expected to be completed by midDecember
and put into production in the new year.

Contact Information
If you have any questions about the updated system, contact:
Anthony Woody, Software Engineer
3043474820
Anthony.Woody@wvlegislature.gov

